This paper deals with the study of the relation of the journalistic discourse, broadcast by the Greek media, to the cultivation of stereotypes and prejudices. In particular, we examine the stereotypes that emerge and are maintained in relation to ethnicity, sexism, and the position of women in society, the cultivated images regarding different states etc. Moreover, emphasis is given on linguistic representations of these "prefabricated" beliefs regarding classes of individuals, groups or objects, which do not arise from a contemporary assessment of each phenomenon, but, from judgment mechanical habits and expectations. In this context illustrative examples are presented, regarding the use of words and clichéd phrases, which are very common in modern Greek journalistic discourse.
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The use of stereotypes and clichéd phrases in Greek journalistic discourse -A teaching proposal related to language courses For example, the determination "Albanian" is less and less mentioned in the foreword or the headlines, and replaced with the "foreigner". Very often even this definition does not exist or is found in the middle or end of a story, and certainly not in the title or at the beginning of the presented topic. A typical example of this is drawn from the news media of television, which covered the football match between the Greek National Team, having won the European Championship, and the Albanian National
Team, held in a climate of great tension on September 4 th , 2004, in Tirana, with the Albanian National
Team winning. During the delirious, and, in some cases, violent celebrations that followed, some extreme behaviors occurred, culminating in the killing of an Albanian by a Greek-American with the use of a knife, on the island of Kefalonia. In the newscast the day after (September 5 th , 2004), of the television station ALPHA, with M. Kapsis as the main presenter, the Albanian -victim was presented not as an "Albanian", but as a "man who lost his life in the name of violence". The stories broadcast by both the particular television station and others, systematically avoided to enhance, with similar references, the boundaries between the nationally unitary "we/ us" and the heterogeneous "other".
Here the journalistic discourse seems to follow the requirements and considerations of a multicultural society, so it gradually avoids to stress or trigger separations initiated against such a prevailing atmosphere.
Stereotypical presentations of politicians
The electronically broadcast journalistic discourse likes to use stereotypes, in order to refer to persons of the political life of the country, eg the Greek politician George Souflias is defined by his origin, "Sarakatsanos", a definition occasionally supported with appropriate images (with a crook in hand, at a concentration of other "Sarakatsanos" on a mountain etc.).
Certainly, corresponding stereotypical preferences are displayed in many television reports of everyday life (eg., summer is automatically related to the presentation of topless women sunbathing on the beaches, the Easter fast is contrasted with the image of several people eating grilled meat, the announcement of an anti-smoking campaign with shots of "heavy smokers", etc.). We also observe that there is an obsession with the use of the so-called clichéd phrases, which, according to the Greek journalist and researcher, Tzannetakos (undated: 72) , "are like woodworms, which act within the language, undermining its performance".
Sexist stereotypes
Sexist stereotypes are found in the televised spoken journalistic discourse, when referring to the female gender. It is a persistent sexist use of language, with stereotypical references to women, emphasizing on physical properties and marital status, eg "blondes", "beautiful", "fatal", "widows' (Tsokalidou, 1996: 31) . This stereotypical attitude, which also includes famous women, namely women in the public life of Greece, is supported by the corresponding visualized presentation of specific properties or characteristics being selected and promoted extensively. Thus, a particular emphasis is given on a particular image -possibly from a unfortunate appearance of the woman -which is retractable and repeated by each TV file. Also, various elements, selected from her para-lingual behavior (movements, gestures, facial expressions, tone/ attitude), often tend to define an arrogant or eccentric character.
Marianthi Makris -Tsilipakou (1995: 435-46) cites the title of a show by Pavlos Tsimas in MEGA Channel (March 22 nd , 2009), which was the following: "Pangalos, Vaso and Simitis". This was, she wants to prove that women, regardless of their position, deal with, in such a stereotyped behavior, greater intimacy and less respect than men in similar positions. The linguistic sexism is not due to the inability of linguistic structure, but is an expression of "normality of male status of the social titles" (Fragoudaki, 1985) . Spender (1985) argues that the continued use of a language that obscures the feminine gender or attributes to it characteristics of secondary importance, or even negative, is the operator of perpetuating a practice of discrimination and misogyny. Tzannetakos (undated: 22) also observes on this subject: "We risk to abolish the female gender of the shareholders for the "benefit" of the masculine one". It is only natural that changes are required in the linguistic level, regarding the recording of the female gender (Tsokalidou, 1996: 20) . Recently, though, the phenomenon of sexist representations of women seems to subside, at least in the political arena, but not in the field of show biz and the entertainment shows of Greek television.
Clichéd words and phrases in the journalistic discourse
Inextricably linked with the language employing and using stereotypes is the use of clichéd words and phrases in journalistic discourse. This correlation was attempted under relatively recent research (2005), which had as its objective the quantitative and qualitative examination of morphosyntactic forms that are identified in the journalistic discourse delivered by television media, particularly the news. What we were interested in, was to investigate the presence of stereotypes and the use of words and phrases that we call "clichéd". It is about figures of speech, which, in our view, create and cultivate a "virtual propitiousness attitude" on the part of the journalist, towards the mass of Yet another word we encountered several times, during the study of TV newscasts, is the word "list", in phrases such as "lists on fire", "ghost lists", etc.
Related to language lessons
Recognition of stereotypes in journalistic reason can be a very good opportunity for language exercises in the classroom, especially for the students of the latest grades of primary school. The project can be as follows:
In the frame of the language lesson the teacher asks students to gather material from newspapers. He asks them to bring with them 5 first pages and a few texts from inside pages. The issue is free but it needs to be current. Next day, the teacher explains to children the concept of stereotype and repetition which is an element that characterizes stereotypes. He/she emphasizes on the essential importance of the stereotype which is the tight outlook that cannot be questioned. This very moment and time teaching could be seen as one of the starting points for teaching and building critical thinking in children. Αnd this is because children are invited to distance themselves from a specific way of thinking and realize slowly that there is the possibility of alternative thinking and approach. And this possibility is being served by the language.
Then the teacher asks the children to pick the stereotypes words from the papers. This search could take the form of the game and called "Hunting the Stereotype!" Children get their nets and tools as they read the texts, they attempt to find stereotypical words. The child who finds the most, is the procedure's/game's winner. After that it organizes a team and with the help of a dictionary and in cooperation with the teacher tries to find the words that can replace the stereotype word. In this way, the student understands that the stereotype is binding, since it doesn't cultivate children's vocabulary.
It appears that the mass media discourse is often the vehicle, and sometimes the bearer or the encourager of such simplistic images for groups, values, people, events and objects. Indeed, the frequent use of stereotypes in the media and their broad impact in the audience result in the journalistic discourse eventually becoming, in our view, from original bearer, to validator and necessary legitimizing factor of the biased position eventually formed at public opinion. The objectives each time imposing such use are judged.
Another important point concerns the linguistic prejudices that exist between the audience watching/ listening to the journalist and the very institution of journalistic discourse. According to Fasold (1991), the language biases are particularly important because of the practical problems associated with education, since research has shown that language attitudes can influence how teachers assess their students. Based on these investigations, an important part of educators form the first impression for the student based on the type of speech rather than utilizing other more relevant information sources.
Mutatis mutandis the viewer may also have a bias towards the linguistic presenter -journalist, based on how "standard" his/her word is, how standardized the discourse is, whether he/ she possesses fluency, etc. Conversely, if the presenter of a journalistic show in a TV or radio station accedes to language varieties of the lower or middle classes (low varieties), he/ she is likely to become more familiar with these classes/ strata.
